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ABSTRACT. Aiming at the shortages of large reversing impact, high energy 
consumption and poor balance effect of conventional beam-type pumping 
unit, the design scheme of beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking 
balance is proposed. The load-displacement curves from on-site trial shows 
that the pumping with dynamic tracking balance has a better effect of load 
balance, and a high production and power efficiency. According to the 
designed structure, the dynamic responses of the beam and connecting rods 
are analyzed. The results show that the maximum Von Mises stresses in the 
beam and connecting rods are 36.96 MPa and 27.83 MPa, respectively. The 
key components of designed beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking 
balance meet the requirement of strength.  
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INTRODUCTION 

il extraction with sucker rod is the most important way of oil production in China and even all over the world. 
According to the statistics, more than 80 % of the total crude oil in China is extracted by sucker rod pumping 
system, which accounts for nearly 90 % output of the total oil wells in service [1]. The sucker rod pumping 

system is mainly composed of ground oil pumping unit, downhole pump and sucker rod, among which the oil pumping 
unit is the core lifting element. According to the structural characteristics, pumping units can be divided into beam 
pumping and non-beam pumping types. The main feature of the beam-type pumping unit is to change the reciprocating 
swing of beam into the reciprocating linear motion of suspension point by the arc surface of horse-head. The conventional 
beam-type pumping unit has the advantages of simple structure, convenient operation, high reliability and good 
adaptability to various working conditions. Therefore, it is always the dominated rod pumping unit in onshore oilfields, 
and will still be the preferred pumping unit for a long time in the future. However, the conventional beam-type pumping 
unit also has the deficiencies such as poor balance effect, large fluctuation of net torque of crank shaft, low efficiency and 
high energy consumption [2]. The statistics show that the average system efficiency of pumping wells in the oilfields of 
China is less than 25 %, the annual power consumption of oil production is about 9 billion kWh, accounting for about 
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45% of the total energy consumption of oilfields. Therefore, reducing energy consumption has become one of the 
important topics in front of the oilfield development [3, 4]. 
At present, three approaches are commonly adopted on energy savings in oil-gas extraction. First one is the improvement 
of pumping unit structure. For example, double-horsehead pumping unit [5, 6], pumping unit balanced with phased crank 
[7], and pump-stroke optimization [8] have been adopted to improve the structure of pumping unit. The second one is 
employing the specially designed motor, such as high-slip motor, super-high-slip motor, and permanent-magnet motor, to 
improve the motor efficiency [9, 10]. The third approach is to control the motor speed properly according to the operating 
condition of the oil well through power electronic devices, such as multifunction energy-saving device, frequency converter, 
and energy feedback device [11-16]. Although the former two approaches have positive effect on the overall efficiency, it 
is not economically justifiable to replace the old pumping units with new ones while they are still functioning. Since it only 
inserts another device in a pumping system without altering the overall structure, the third approach is a favorable solution 
from the practical application. 
 
 

  
 

Figure 1: The conventional beam pumping unit 
 

Figure 2: Beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking 
balance 

 

The beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance is a typical front-mounted pumping unit, with the structure 
shown in Figure 2. When compared with the conventional beam pumping unit, the swing angle of the front-mounted 
beam is small, which effectively reduces the change rate of load and ensures the stability during the up-down strokes. In 
order to improve the motion characteristics of the pumping unit, the dynamic tracking balance is designed to improve the 
effect of load balance by assembling a moving pulley, which can automatically adjust the arm of force on the beam from 
the balance of moment according to the loads from suspension point and connecting rod at different positions. Compared 
with the moment balance of the beam by the rear-mounted crank in the traditional pumping unit, as shown in Figure 1, 
the moment balance of the beam with dynamic tracking balance can be accomplished by a lifting weight, which can 
eliminate the negative torque reduce the peak torque from the rear-mounted crank simultaneously. The movable pulley 
can generate the force twice the lifting weight, and the moment from the lifting weight can adjust directly from the 
movement of pulley, to balance the moment from the suspended load automatically. Meanwhile, the lifting weight can be 
also changed to achieve the close even equal peak powers in the up and down strokes, and to reduce the power fluctuation 
of motor. So the dynamic tracking balance can effectively reduce the matching power capacity of the pump and improve 
the mechanical efficiency in terms of energy saving effect [17]. Now the preliminary industrial application of the beam-
type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance has been promoted in Yanchang oilfield in western China, and the result 
shows that the energy saving effect of dynamic tracking balance is remarkable. However, the fact is that the developed 
small-scale pumping unit cannot meet the increasing requirements of large liquid extraction and deep well pumping. 
Therefore, a large-scale beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance as well as its supporting intelligent control 
system have been put on the agenda since 2016.  
As a new type of pumping unit, its technical features and dynamic strength of the key components are worthy of attentions. 
So far, the kinematic and stress analysis of the key components of beam-type pumping unit are available [18-20]. However, 
these work are mainly focus on the high-slip motors and double horse-head pumping units [21-23]. No previous research 
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work has been done to study the dynamic behavior of beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance. To make 
up this deficiency and provide the guidance of the structural design, in this paper, the working principle and efficiency of 
beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance are investigated, and the dynamic strength analysis of the key 
components are analyzed by the finite element method.   
 
 

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF DYNAMIC TRACKING BALANCE 
 

Working principle 
he beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance is composed of base, bracket, front-mounted beam, 
horse-head, lifting pulley system, crank, connecting rod, motor and other parts, as shown in Figure 2. The front-
mounted beam is hinged on the bracket, and is driven to swing up and down by the crank-connecting rod system. 

The steel wire rope connected with the balance weight is fixed on the bracket, which can apply the force to the beam 
through a group of pulleys, to balance with the moment to the bracket caused by the suspension load from the sucker rod. 
The crank-connecting rod mechanism changes the rotation of crank wheel driven by motor into the up and down swing 
of the traveling beam through the reciprocating push-pull motion of the connecting rod. When the beam swings up, the 
lifting moment from the gravity of the lifting weight is applied to the beam assisting the oil pumping, when the beam 
swings down, the lifting block is raised to accumulate the potential energy. 
The main technical features of the developed beam pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance are listed as follows:  
(1) The support and the bracket can bear all the pumping load and counterweight load, and the operation safety is excellent. 
(2) The designed pulley block mechanism can generate the balance moment with less lifting blocks and it is convenient to 
increase or decrease the balance weight. 
(3) The swing angle of the front traveling beam is small, so the mechanism can run smoothly. 
(4) The hanging rope is in good neutral position, and the service life of the pump rod ban be extended. 
(5) The forces of the driving parts is smaller than those in the conventional beam pumping unit. 
(6) The motor power can be reduced and the situation of negative torque can be prevented, which greatly improves the 
service life of the motor.  
Benefited from the above design, the beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance can better adapt to different 
well conditions. At the same time, the motion characteristics are completely controllable, and the pumping unit exhibits 
the performance of high efficiency and energy saving, safe and convenient management. 
 

 

Type of bumping Balance (%) 
Effective power 

(%) 
System efficiency (%) 

Electricity consumption 
per ton liquid lifting 

100 meter 
(kWh/100m·t) 

Beam-type 
pumping with 

dynamic tracking 
balance 

113.12 1.09 13.54 2.01 

102.01 1.09 11.71 2.32 

107.57 1.09 12.63 2.17 

Traditional 
beam-type 
pumping 

134.54 1.09 12.55 2.17 

69.17 0.78 9.52 2.86 

73.13 0.78 9.28 2.93 

72.38 0.81 9.75 2.79 

87.31 0.87 10.28 2.69 

 

Table 1: Comparison of balance and power efficiency between the traditional beam-type pumping and beam-type pumping with 
dynamic tracking balance. 
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Balance effect and production efficiency 
At present, the conventional large-scale beam-type pumping unit has been replaced by the dynamic tracking balanced one 
in Shuai 5-17 oil well in the Huadong oilfield of China. The differences of load balance and operational efficiency between 
the conventional beam pumping unit and dynamic tracking balanced one are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that the 
overall performance of beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance outweighs that of the conventional one, 
which attributes to the fact that the dynamic tracking balance can effectively improve the effect of load balance and reduce 
the power loss. 
 

 
Figure 3: The comparison of load-displacement curves (a. traditional beam-type pumping; b. beam-type pumping with dynamic 
tracking balance).  

 
The load-displacement curves of the traditional beam-type pumping unit and dynamic tracking balanced one are compared 
in Figure 3. The load-displacement curve of the beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance is more regular 
than that of the conventional one. The included area of the load-displacement curve of the pumping unit with dynamic 
tracking balance is smaller, which means that less power is needed during the oil extraction. The curve fluctuation of the 
dynamic tracking balance is also small, this fact indicates the vibration of suspension load is small and the whole pumping 
unit runs more smoothly. In addition, the down-stroke (in green) in load-displacement curve mainly reflects the load 
fluctuation and the storage of potential energy during the lifting of balance weight. The curve of dynamic tracking balanced 
one in the down-stroke is much stable than that of the conventional unit and the efficiency of load balance is better. 
 
 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE KEY COMPONENTS 
 

Analysis of suspension load  
he mechanism diagram of the beam-type pumping with dynamic tracking balance is shown in Figure 4. The crank, 
the horse-head and beam are subjected to the torque M from the motor, the suspension load P1 and the balance 
weight P2. In the up-stroke and down-stroke processed, the suspension loads can be expressed as [2, 24]  
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where Wju,  Wiu, Wvu  and Fu are the static load,  inertial load, vibration load and friction load in the up-stroke, respectively, 
and Wjd,  Wid, Wvd  and Fd are the static load,  inertial load, vibration load and friction load in the down-stroke, respectively. 
When the bottom of the oil tubing is anchored, the vibration load could be ignored, then equation (1) can be rewritten as 
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where ρr and Ar are the density and cross-section area of sucker rod, g is the acceleration of gravity, Lp is the length of 
sucker rod string, ρL is the density of liquid in the well, Ap the cross-section area of plunger, hM is the submergence depth, 

Wr and WL are the weights of sucker rod and liquid column, ε is the correction coefficient of acceleration, and ar is the 

acceleration of sucker rod. 
 

 
Figure 4: Mechanism diagram of beam-type pumping with dynamic tracking balance. 

 
The balance weight P2 can be determined by the balance of the beam. The moment balance of the rotating center of the 
beam yields: 
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where G1 is the weight of the horse-head, Gy is the weight of the beam, Fz is the reaction force from connecting rod,θz is 

the angle between connecting rod force and horizontal line, θp is the angle between steel wire rope of upper moving pulley 

on the beam and horizontal line, and LA is the distance from suspension point to rotation center of the beam, LB is the 
distance from moving pulley center to rotation center of the beam, LC is the distance between the bearing center of 
connecting rod and beam to the rotation center of the beam. In this work, the external loads except the gravity to the 
pumping unit are listed in Table 2, and the stroke distance is 4.5 m. 
 

Parameter 
 

Stroke period 
Suspension load P1 (kN) 

Torque M at the crank 
(kN.m) 

Weight of balance P2 (kN) 

4 min 140  37.26 80 

5 min 140 43.72 78 

6 min 140 49.88 77 
 

Table 2: Loads of beam-type pumping with dynamic tracking balance at different stroke periods. 
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DYNAMIC SIMULATION FOR KEY COMPONENTS OF BEAM-TYPE PUMPING WITH DYNAMIC TRSCKING 

BALANCE 
 

Finite element model 
he finite element of crank-connecting rod-beam is shown in Figure 5. The degrees of freedom of the left end of 
the beam and the center of crank wheel are constrained by the pin. The crank wheel is applied the angular velocity, 
and the beam is applied the suspension load at the horse-head. According to the moving track and the center line 

of the lifting pulley system, a user subroutine is programmed in the ABAQUS to accomplish the location variations of 
loading P2 according to the dynamic tracking balance. 

 

                      
                                   (a) Geometric model                                                              (b) Finite element model 

 

Figure 5: The finite element model of the beam-type pumping with dynamic tracking balance. 
 

Dynamic response of the key components  
Figure 6 demonstrates the variations of displacement, velocity and acceleration of the suspension point. The displacement 
curve of the suspension point is close to a cosine curve, and its stroke length is close to the design value 4.5 m. According 
to the speed curve of the suspension point, the speed change of the pumping unit is relatively stable, and there is no speed 
mutation. When the suspension point is close to the top of the up-stroke and down-stroke, the speed reaches the maximum, 
and the beam is in the horizontal position, which is very consistent with the motion of a four-bar structure. Through the 
acceleration curve of the suspension point, it can be seen that when the horse head of the pumping unit reaches the upper 
and lower dead points, the displacement of the suspension point is the largest. At this time, the speed almost approaches 
to zero, and the acceleration reaches its maximum at the same time. 
Figure 7 shows the Von Mises stress distribution of the beam and connecting rod under the static maximum load. A cross 
brace is welded at the bottom of the beam to support the connecting rods. The maximum stress of the beam occurs at 
the junction of the beam and the cross brace, and the maximum stress is 25.05 MPa, as shown point A in Figure 7(a). The 
cross brace and connecting rod are connected by pin, and the maximum stress on both sides appears at the bottom of the 
joint, and the maximum stress is 21.87 MPa, as shown in Figure 7(b).   
Figure 8 shows the dynamic Von Mises stress variations of points A and B in the oil extraction process. It can be seen 
that the dynamic stress variations exhibit a good periodicity, which is consistent with the actual stroke cycle. The maximum 
Von Mises stresses of points A and B are 36.96 MPa and 27.83 MPa. It can be concluded that dynamic load factors of the 
beam and connecting rod are 1.48 and 1.27, respectively. The pumping unit is made of 45 carbon steel with yield stress 
425 MPa. Therefore, the key components of the designed beam-type pumping with dynamic tracking balance can meet 
the requirement of strength. 
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(a) Displacement                                                                   (b) Velocity and acceleration 

 

Figure 6: Motion response of the suspension point. 

 

 
(a) Beam 

 

 
(b) Connecting rod 

 
Figure 7: The Von Mises stress of the beam and the connecting rods under the static maximum load 
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Figure 8: The Von Mises stress variation with time at points A and B (stroke period: 4 min). 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

n the present study, the technical feature of beam-type pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance is analyzed. 
When compared with the conventional beam-type pumping unit, the pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance 
has a better balance effect and production efficiency.  Benefit from the dynamic tracking balance design, it has a more 

regular load-displacement curve and effectively reduce the load fluctuation in the operation process.  
According to the dynamic analysis, the dynamic stress variations of the key components of the beam-type pumping unit 
with dynamic tracking balance are obtained. The results show that the maximum in the beam and connecting rod are 36.96 
MPa and 27.83 MPa, and the structural design of the pumping unit with dynamic tracking balance is reasonable and 
efficient. 
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